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Objective: To review the current literature on HIV associated anal intraepithelial neoplasia (AIN).

Methods: A comprehensive Medline/Pubmed search was performed for the years 1980–2001 (January) for articles pertaining to HIV associated anal intraepithelial neoplasia. From the MeSH terms “anal intraepithelial neoplasia” and “anal cancer” the following subheadings were used: HIV, homosexual men, HPV, Epidemiology, Etiology, Mortality, Diagnosis, Screening, Drug Therapy, Surgical Therapy, Radio Therapy, Risk factors, ASIL. The search was limited to “human” for all searches. In the absence of enough “randomised controlled trials” the search was extended to clinical trials, reviews, and case reports. One analysis on cost effectiveness and two abstracts presented at 12th World AIDS Conference and 6th Conference on Retrovirus and Opportunistic Infections were included. The 44 publications referred to originate from the United Kingdom (9), the United States (26), and Denmark (5), with one each from Switzerland, Germany, Australia, and France. The Cochrane Database of systematic reviews yielded 11 complete reviews for “anal cancer” and none for “anal intraepithelial neoplasia.” The textbook of AIDS-related cancers and their treatment was consulted. We also included our personal experience from the treatment of patients at the Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, one of the largest centres for the management of HIV disease in Europe.

Conclusion: Routine anal cytological screening followed by appropriate management of AIN is an important issue for HIV infected patients. The natural history of AIN has not been fully established and this prevents clinicians from defining clear management protocols. There is early evidence that the benefits of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) in terms of restoring immune function and reducing opportunistic infections and some neoplasms may not extend to regression of AIN. Under these circumstances it might be predicted that AIN and subsequent progression to invasive anal cancer would rise as HAART prolongs the lives of seropositive people. However, routine anal cytological screening will surely have to await an effective proved intervention for AIN and this would seem to be a pressing clinical goal.
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Introduction

Squamous tumours of the anogenital tract share histological, epidemiological, and pathogenetic similarities. Moreover, both anal cancer and cervical cancer are thought to arise from the progression of squamous intraepithelial lesions to invasive tumours. Anal intraepithelial neoplasia (AIN) was originally described by Fenger and Nielsen who reviewed all anal surgical pathological specimens in Denmark over a 2 year period. They graded AIN using the same system in use for cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN), defining AIN grade 1 as nuclear abnormalities confined to the lower third of the epithelium, AIN grade 2 to the lower two thirds, and in AIN grade 3 nuclear abnormalities are present throughout the full thickness.

Epidemiology

The incidence of anal cancer in the general population is very low. Every year 300 (0.5 per 100 000) new cases are diagnosed in the United Kingdom and it only accounts for 1.5% of digestive system cancers in the United States. However, men who have sex with men were found to have a high incidence of invasive anal cancer even before the emergence of the HIV pandemic. The incidence of anal cancer among homosexual men in the pre-AIDS era was estimated to be 35/100 000, which resembles the incidence of cervical cancer before the introduction of routine cervical smear screening. The risk of anal cancer is even higher among people with HIV infection, although unlike invasive cervical cancer, invasive anal cancer is not an AIDS defining diagnosis. A recent analysis of a register of 309 000 US patients with HIV infection found that the relative risk of invasive anal cancer in men with HIV infection is 37.9 and for women with HIV is 6.8. Nevertheless, meta-analysis of 23 prospective cohort studies including 47 936 HIV seropositive people included only 18 patients with invasive anal cancer and changes in incidence in the era of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) could not be estimated. The risk of precursor lesions including in situ cancers was also estimated from the registry data. The relative risk of in situ anal cancers in HIV seropositive people is even higher with a value of 60 in men and 7.8 for women. Indeed, the relative risk for in situ anal cancer in women exceeds that for cervical or vulval/vaginal in situ cancer. Sayers et al measured the prevalence in Edinburgh of anal cytological abnormalities in groups of HIV positive and
negative homosexual men and compared them with those of heterosexual men. AIN was seen in 30% of satisfactory anal smears from HIV positive men, in 4.7% of HIV negative men, and in none of the heterosexual men.13

These findings support the earlier results that investigated the epidemiology of anal squamous intraepithelial lesions (ASIL). A prospective cohort of 158 HIV positive and 147 HIV negative homosexual men was studied for a mean period of 20 months. Among men with negative anal cytology and proctoscopy at enrolment, 15% of HIV positive and 5% of HIV negative men developed high grade ASIL (HSIL). This study also defined a relative risk of 7.5 for developing HSIL in HIV positive homosexual men if the CD4 count was below 500 × 10^6/l.13 In 1998 Palefsky and his group at the University of California, San Francisco, observed the natural history of ASIL in a cohort study of 346 HIV positive and 262 HIV negative homosexual men over a 2 year period.14 HSIL developed in 20% of HIV positive and 8% of HIV negative men who had normal baseline evaluations, while 62% of HIV positive and 36% of HIV negative subjects who had low grade ASIL (LSIL) at enrolment developed HSIL.

**Histopathology**

In the anal canal the transformation zone, which separates the columnar epithelium of the rectum from the keratinising anal squamous mucosa, lies above the dentate line and is the site where most anal intraepithelial neoplasms arise.15 A series of histopathological changes occur in this transformation zone, which range from atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASCUS) to condylomata to anal squamous intraepithelial lesions (ASIL); they are thought, at least in part, to be manifestations of infection with human papillomavirus (HPV). ASIL may be divided into low grade anal squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSIL) and high grade anal squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL). In LSIL, which is equivalent to anal intraepithelial neoplasia grade 1 (AIN 1), less than a third of the epithelial layer is replaced with immature basaloid cells, while up to two thirds are replaced in AIN 2 and more than two thirds in AIN 3. An additional feature of HSIL is microinvasion through the basement membrane. Epidemiological studies support the theory that anal cancers arise from a stepwise progression from subclinical infection with high risk HPV, through LSIL and HSIL to invasive anal cancer. Each step is thought to be accompanied by molecular and immunological changes analogous to the pathogenetic process described for colon cancer.16

**Molecular virology**

Epidemiological data suggest that the development of ASIL and progression from LSIL to HSIL are closely related to infection with high risk genotypes of HPV.17–19 In addition, the prevalence of ASIL rises with an increasing number of HPV genotypes detected by polymerase chain reaction (PCR).20 In addition, the prevalence of HPV infection is higher in HIV positive men than in HIV negative men and particularly in men with CD4 counts <200 × 10^6/l.10 21–23 Despite these links it remains uncertain whether the high incidence of HPV associated malignancies in people with HIV infection is related to increased exposure to HPV, a high prevalence of other co-factors, or HIV related immunosuppression.

Human papillomaviruses are DNA papovaviruses that have an 8 kb genome. Over 70 genotypes of HPV have been identified and many are tropic for squamous epithelium. These DNA viruses may cause non-replicative infection in some cell types as part of their normal life cycle. The viral DNA persists in host cells as episomes. HPV expresses latent phase genes that can enable the virus to persist or to increase the number of latently infected cells. These early region genes control viral DNA replication, transcription regulation, and cellular transformation, while late region genes encode the structural viral capsid proteins. Certain HPV genotypes are particularly associated with anogenital infection, dysplasia, and malignancy including HPV genotypes 16, 18, 31, 33, and 35. These genotypes cause cellular proliferation through two early region genes expressed during latent infection, E6 and E7. E6 binds directly to the tumour suppressor protein p53 and to another cell protein, E6 associated protein (E6AP). The binding of E6 to E6AP and to p53 results in the degradation of p53 via the ubiquitin pathway. In contrast, E7 binds directly to the retinoblastoma (Rb) tumour suppressor protein p105 Rb and to the p107 and p130 Rb related proteins, releasing E2F related transcription factors from Rb. The liberated E2F promotes transcription of several genes essential for cell and viral DNA replication and for the progression of cells into and through G1 and into the S phase of the cell cycle. In addition, E7 may alter the interactions between Rb and cyclins and other cell cycle regulatory proteins. Thus, HPV targets both of the major guardians of cellular proliferation, p53 and Rb. The expression of E6 and E7 genes by high risk HPV types in epithelial cells appears to be adequate for cellular immortalisation, but not for full cell transformation, as measured by the ability to proliferate in nude or severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice. These observations are consistent with the clinical evidence that the development of a fully malignant phenotype occurs long after infection by HPV within a subpopulation of chronically infected cells, which presumably accumulate further mutations.24

**Risk factors**

Established risk factors for the development of ASIL include HIV seropositivity, low CD4 cell count, persistent HPV infection, high risk HPV genotypes, and infection with multiple HPV genotypes. No association between ASIL and other sexually transmitted diseases such as herpes, gonorrhoea, or syphilis has been found.14 15 Other independent risk factors for ASIL are a history of anal intercourse and smoking.19 Smoking at least one pack of cigarettes per day is thought to affect both the
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Anal intraepithelial neoplasia in HIV positive people may require a wide excision with skin grafting and even a temporary stoma. These protocols, which arose by an iterative process in one unit, have not been widely implemented.

Moreover, the guidelines may be inadequate for AIN in the context of HIV infection and the clinical management of HIV associated AIN remains uncertain. The higher risk of progression from LSIL to HSIL in HIV seropositive patients suggests that a rather more prolonged surveillance programme is warranted for LSIL and indefinite 6 monthly assessments are advocated. Again active therapy for HSIL has been proposed with excision of larger lesions, although small lesions (<1 cm²) may be treated by topical application of bichloroacetic acid or trichloroacetic acid. Extensive HSIL may require multiple operations and is associated with a risk of residual disease, anal stenosis, and faecal incontinence.

Initial data from cohort studies at UCSF suggest that most anal HSIL lesions do not regress after the initiation of HAART, despite the established benefit of HAART on other viral infections and associated diseases in HIV infected patients. In contrast, the introduction of HAART has been reported to cause regression of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, although there was no reduction of HPV DNA levels in the cervix and this was not a universal finding.

Screening

The high prevalence and progressive behaviour of AIN in the immunocompromised person has led to pilot studies of screening programmes. Analogous to cervical cancer screening, these programmes have used anal cytological screening in high risk populations. The screening for AIN consists of a swab for anal cytology and anoscopy with 3% acetic acid and biopsy of visible lesions. Palefsky and colleagues looked at sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value of anal cytology. Not surprisingly, including ASCUS in the abnormal category raised the specificity and lowered the specificity of anal cytology. Anal cytology had a 69% sensitivity among HIV positive men and 47% among HIV negative men at their first visit once ASCUS was included as an abnormal cytology. Its sensitivity was 81% for the former and 50% for the latter group for all subsequent visits combined. In comparison, the sensitivity of cervical cytology is 80% using colposcopy and histopathology as a gold standard. The specificity of anal cytology was 59% in HIV positive men and 92% in HIV negative men when including ASCUS. Cost effectiveness modelling has also been performed to evaluate anal cytology screening in HIV positive men with CD4 cell counts under 500 x 10⁶/l based on the assumption that HSIL would progress to anal cancer within 3 years. It was concluded that screening HIV positive homosexual men annually and HIV negative homosexual men every 2–3 years for HPV induced anal disease would be cost effective and would prolong life expectancy.

Future

Routine anal cytological screening followed by appropriate management of AIN is an important issue for HIV infected patients. There is early evidence that the benefits of HAART in terms of restoring immune function and reducing opportunistic infections and some neoplasms may not extend to regression of AIN. Under these circumstances it might be predicted that AIN and subsequent progression...
to invasive malignancy would rise as HAART prolongs the lives of seropositive people.

A review of the tumour registry from 1980 to 1990 at the University of Texas Southwest Medical Centre in Dallas identified 73 patients with anal squamous carcinoma, including 23 who were HIV positive. In addition, nine patients had in situ carcinomas treated by local excision. Patients with in situ carcinomas were younger, supporting the hypothesis of progression from in situ to invasive disease. Among patients with invasive disease a low CD4 cell count predicted a worse survival while taking HAART was associated with a favourable prognosis. Most of these patients succumbed to opportunistic infections rather than anal cancer and the authors use this evidence to support the case for invasive anal cancer being included as an AIDS defining diagnosis. Finally, the authors note that chemoradiotherapy was better tolerated in patients receiving concomitant HAART. Whether in situ disease should be an indication for starting HAART therapy remains unclear since there is little evidence of regression of AIN with HAART.

Many publications support the use of combination chemoradiotherapy based on 5-fluorouracil and misoprostol for treatment of invasive anal carcinoma. This is standard practice in HIV patients in our unit. In addition to the surgical treatments described earlier, several pharmacological approaches have been advocated for the management of in situ disease, although few have been evaluated formally. Oral isotretinoin, systemic interferon α, topical 5-fluorouracil, podophyllin, and imiquimod have all been used here and elsewhere. A recent case report reports the successful management of HIV-associated in situ anal squamous cell carcinoma with a 16 week course of 5% imiquimod cream three times weekly and daily 5% fluorouracil cream.

Although in the absence of a clear management strategy a national screening policy for HIV positive homosexual men cannot be advocated, pilot programmes should be established offering anal cytology screening programmes at centres with high attendance of HIV positive homosexual men. The aim of these pilots should be to establish further long term prospective data on the progression and prognosis of AIN and identify patients who are eligible for therapeutic intervention studies.
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